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Abstract

This paper discusses an application of behavioral finance. To understand Efficient Market Hypothesis, we present a cross-section analysis in this paper with a multi-various regression model. This paper
explains return of stock prices by the return of fundamental factors and also compares the coefficients
of returns of current fundamentals and that of the fundamentals in previous years. Results show Total
Equity is the only fundamental factors that show significance explaining return of stock prices. Furthermore, the result shows that the coefficients of current fundamentals are statistically more significant than
the previous ones, which illustrates that market digests all current publicly available information and
moves relatively to information at present instead of the past. Last, the paper lands on an introduction
of Future-expectation Theorem.
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Introduction

Event studies produce useful evidence on how stock prices respond to information. Returns of stock prices
do not follow any scientific equations. This is where event studies can be very useful for to understand the
emotional content behind returns of stock prices.

Efficient Market Hypothesis states that prices fully reflect available information in the current
market. However, there is a developing literature that challenges this topic, arguing instead that stock prices
adjust slowly to information. In real life, it is possible for anyone to open up an individual brokerage account
and directly participate in the market whether the action is guided by any rationale or not. However, chances
that these individuals can actually affect market will not be significant. On the other hand, for anyone with a
purchasing power big enough to affect the market or even to manipulate a particular stock, he probably does
enough research to persuade him that his action is led by rationale instead of his emotions. John Boggle, the
founder of Vanguard, stated in his book “The Clash of the Cultures” that intelligent investors try to separate
their emotions of hope, fear, and greed from their trust in reason, and then expect that wisdom will prevail
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over the long term. Hope, fear, and greed go along with the volatile market of short-term expectations,
while trust in reason goes with the real market of long-term intrinsic value. Hence, it is reasonable to assume
market fully digests all publicly available information.

This paper presents a study to understand market efficient hypothesis. Following the definition of
efficient market, the current prices should be correlated with current fundamental data available from the
book with higher significances than with past fundamental data. However, to claim market takes time to
digest current publicly available information, one needs to show that the current prices relate to current
fundamental data in fewer significances than to past fundamental data. This paper shows a cross-section
study on an expansion of three-factor model, which will be explained in the next section. Then we analyze
the result of the cross-section analysis of the multi-various regression model. The results, as stated in the
definition of Efficient Market Hypothesis, persuade us that the current prices of stocks can be described
by current fundamental factors with higher significances than by past fundamental factors. This helps to
illustrate that market digest publicly available information.

The last section of this paper states an important theorem: Future-expectation Theorem. Disregard
the size of buying power for an investor, investor will look at whatever information that is persuasive enough
for him to make an investment decision that he thinks to be sound. The information can be in the past,
at present, or expectation from the future. The final argument this paper makes is that the current return
of stock prices is determined by the future-expectation of the everything related to the investment decision,
namely Future-expectation Theorem.
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Multi-various Regression Model

Investors analyze the fundamental of a company by determining the intrinsic value. It is a subjective value
determined by the experience of an investor on a security. Although there is no rule to calculate intrinsic
value, discounted cash flow is a reasonable method to show how much a company truly worth. In this section,
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we explain the rationale behind the selection of independent variables and we seek correlation between crosssection of stock returns and the fundamental indicators.

2.1 Background

Intrinsic value is the present value of a company when we discount the future cash flow. We calculate
the present value by discounting the future cash flow with discounting factor, a number calculated from debt
and equity ratio. This illustration describes that the major investment that a company will purchase in the
future can be financed by debt or equity. It is reasonable to assume that debt and equity may be correlated
with stock prices.

Secondly, investors also use revenues or net income as a major factor to make investment decisions.
Although a series of revenues or net income may have more power to make arguments than a single revenue
or net income at a particular time, the information from immediate earnings report will affect stock market
one direction or another. It is also reasonable to assume that revenues or net income may affect stock prices.

From this aspect, we choose the following fundamental indicators as independent variables: Total
Liabilities (TL), Total Shareholders’ Equities (TE), Net Income-to-Revenue (NI/R).

2.2 Three-factor Hypothesis

The returns of stocks, assuming market prices rationally reflect all the available information, should
correlated with returns of basic fundamental indicators. We therefore have the following three-factor hypothesis with βi to be the coefficient and α to be the error term.
T hree − f actor Hypothesis :

dP
dt

I/R
= β1 dTdtL + β2 dTdtE + β3 dNdt
+α

Under this hypothesis, we look at return of stock prices by looking at the return of three fundamental
factors. Instead of claiming a causal effect, this is a mathematical description of the returns of stock prices.

2.3 Multi-various Regression Model
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With the understanding of return of stock prices, we now want to explore if market digest current
information as we expected. We are assuming that the three fundamental factors affect all the companies
in the sample size in the same way. In this model, we selected thirty companies from Dow Jones Industrial
Average (DJIA) to be our sample size. We collected data points annually ten years in the past. We created a
cross-section model to understand how important the time difference is when the market digests the publicly
available information. We are looking at the returns of these data so we omit the first row of each company
(since there is no number before to calculate the return for the first row). Hence, our sample size includes
the annual fundamental data of thirty companies ten years in the past.

We had each fundamental factors to pair up with the current price. Then we manipulated the
fundamental factors one-year in the past and two-year in the past to each pair up with current prices. Hence,
we have first derivative (the return in mathematical language) of Total Liabilities (TL), Total Shareholders’
Equity (TE), and Net Income-to-Revenue (NI/R), and we also have each fundamental factor shifted once
and twice in the past, namely T Lt−1 , T Lt−2 , T Et−1 , T Et−2 ,
N ine − f actor Hypothesis :

dP
dt

NI
R t−1 ,

and

NI
R t−2 .

t−1
t−2
t−1
t−2
= β1 dTdtL + β2 dT L
+ β3 dT L
+ β4 dTdtE + β5 dT E
+ β6 dT E
+
dt
dt
dt
dt

I/R
t−1
t−2
β7 dNdt
+ β8 dN I/R
+ β9 dN I/R
+α
dt
dt

We have Total Liabilities (TL), Total Shareholders’ Equity (TE), and Net Income-to-Revenue
(NI/R) as three independent variables. After the inputs of (T Lt−1 ), (T Lt−2 ), (T Et−1 ), (T Et−2 ),
and

NI
R t−2 ,

NI
R t−1 ,

we are looking at how the fundamental factors at present and in the past (one-year and two-year

in the past) affect the cross-section of return of stock prices. Instead of having an α for each of the thirty
companies, we assume that each of the independent variables affect the returns of stock prices the same and
we use indicator to separate these companies. An indicatori will be 1 for a particular company and will be
0 for the rest of the companies. We then created a cross-section model with dependent variable to be the
returns of stock prices from a sample of thirty companies ten years in the past.
Cross − section M odel1 :

dP
dt

t−1
t−2
t−1
t−2
= β1 dTdtL + β2 dT L
+ β3 dT L
+ β4 dTdtE + β5 dT E
+ β6 dT E
+
dt
dt
dt
dt
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I/R
t−1
t−2
+ β8 dN I/R
+ β9 dN I/R
+ Ii , i ∈ [1, 30] and i ∈ Z.
β7 dNdt
dt
dt

We then shift the returns of the fundamental factors one more unit annually in the past to create
T Lt−3 , T Et−3 , and N I/Rt−3 . We obtain the following model. Under this hypothesis, we assume the return
of stock prices can be described by three fundamental factors and with each one of them shifted one-year,
two-year, and three-year in the past.

T welve−f actor Hypothesis :

dP
dt

t−1
t−2
t−3
t−1
= β1 dTdtL +β2 dT L
+β3 dT L
+β4 dT L
+β5 dTdtE +β6 dT E
+
dt
dt
dt
dt

I/R
t−2
t−3
t−1
t−2
t−3
β7 dT E
+ β8 dT E
+ β9 dNdt
+ β10 dN I/R
+ β11 dN I/R
+ β12 dN I/R
+ α.
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt

We manipulate the indicators and apply the same method to create a cross-section study. We then
compare the results of the coefficients among the current fundamental factors and each one of them one-year,
two-year, and three-year in the past.
Cross − section M odel2 :

dP
dt

t−1
t−2
t−3
t−1
= β1 dTdtL + β2 dT L
+ β3 dT L
+ β4 dT L
+ β5 dTdtE + β6 dT E
+
dt
dt
dt
dt

I/R
t−3
t−1
t−2
t−3
t−2
+ β8 dT E
+ β9 dNdt
+ β10 dN I/R
+ β11 dN I/R
+ β12 dN I/R
+ Ii , i ∈ [1, 30] and i ∈ Z.
β7 dT E
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt

2.4 Result

The results show that the variables at present bear coefficients with higher significances statistically.
Total Shareholders’ Equity (TE) has the biggest t value among all and it generates a P-value of 3.1% which
is less than 5%, indicating that this fundamental is statistically significant. There are seven indicators (show
P-value less than 5%) to be statistically significant to the cross-section return of stock prices.

Moreover, we observe from both data sheet that the t-value for each fundamental factor at present
is unanimously larger than in the past. This shows that the return of fundamental factors at present explain
the return of stock prices more than it could from the past. In other words, the return of fundamental factors
at present does not contribute to explain the return of stock prices in the future, which means fundamental
numbers from earnings report (10-Q and 10-K) do not help us to predict the return of stock prices in the
future.
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Overall from the model, we can only conclude that Total Equity may have some power explaining
the returns of cross-section of stock prices. However, there are only so many factors used in this model that
the results may lean on Total Equity because of calculation methods. The significance of the coefficient of
Total Equity does not prove that Total Equity causes the changes of stock prices. This certainly does not
show us that Total Equity can predict the future price actions. We cannot reach any further conclusions
about other factors disregard whether they are at present or in the past. The t values of every other factors
are insignificant so we fail to reject the null hypothesis for them.

This table presents collected data from the first data sheet in the Data Section, including one-year
and two-year in the past.

Return of Price

t value

P value

TL

-0.81

0.417

T Lt−1

-0.40

0.691

T Lt−2

-0.50

0.615

TE

2.18

0.031

T Et−1

0.66

0.508

T Et−2

0.58

0.565

NI/TR

1.67

0.096

N I/T Rt−1

-0.76

0.449

N I/T Rt−2

-1.11

0.268

This table presents collected data from the second data sheet in the Data Section, including oneyear, two-year, and three-year, in comparison of the first data sheet together. The first column list each
fundamental indicator in the model with time shifted one unit, two units, and three units in the past. Table
also presents coefficient and the t-value with it for each indicator.
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t, t − 1, t − 2

t, t − 1, t − 2, t − 3

Return of Price

Coefficient

t-value

Coefficient

t-value

TL

-0.0893

[-0.81]

-0.1247

[1.14]

T Lt−1

-0.0413

[-0.41]

0.0001

[0.00]

T Lt−2

-0.0528

[-0.50]

-0.0298

[-0.28]

0.0699

[0.66]

T Lt−3
TE

0.1156

[2.18]

0.1344

[2.56]

T Et−1

0.0058

[0.66]

0.0108

[1.21]

T Et−2

0.0047

[0.58]

0.0081

[0.93]

0.0087

[1.02]

T Et−3
NI/TR

0.0320

[1.67]

0.0252

[1.32]

N I/T Rt−1

-0.0147

[-0.76]

-0.0191

[-0.97]

N I/T Rt−2

-0.0341

[-1.11]

-0.0328

[-1.01]

0.0090

[0.48]

N I/T Rt−3

The fact that the returns of fundamental factors show greater significances statistically for crosssection returns of stock prices helps to explain market digest current publicly available information. If
market is inefficient and takes time to digest current publicly available information, then the coefficient of
past fundamental factors ought to show greater significances than the present ones. We would have seen
some significances in the fundamental factors on those that are shifted one unit, two units, or three units
in the past, if the past behaviors can predict the future ones. However that is not the result of this model.
The results show that Total Equity (TE) and Net Income-to-Total Revenue (NI/TR) at present time, t, are
the two most important indicators in describing the cross-section average returns of stocks in Dow Jones
Industrial Average. When we traced into the past, the significance fades away and does not contribute to
describing the average returns in the cross-section. Hence, market digests publicly available information as
the Efficient Market Hypothesis suggested.
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3

Conclusion

This models tells us that the returns of Total Liabilities (TL), Total Shareholders’ Equity (TE), and Net
Income-to-Revenue (NI/R) help to explain cross-section of returns of stock prices. Instead of running regression for each of the thirty companies in Dow Jones Industrial Average with ten sample size, a cross-section
analysis speaks with more power because of its large sample size.

3.1 Future-expectation Theorem

An investor will look at whatever information to make an investment decision. The thinking process
may or may not be rational because human beings can get emotional. However, disregard the rationale behind
the thinking process, an investor will go through some thoughts before making an investment decision. Thus,
we assume that the return of current stock prices must be related to information 1) in the past, 2) at present,
or 3) in the future. We have shown that not all fundamental indicators at present can describe cross-section
average returns of stocks at great significances. We have also shown in the results in section 2 that the
past fundamental indicators do not describe cross-section average returns as well as the present fundamental
indicators do. This left us the information in the future, i.e. the future expectation of stock performance.

Future-expectation Theorem: the current return of the prices of a stock is determined by futureexpectation of the stock performances.

We were looking at thirty companies in Dow Jones Industrial Average and we collected data ten
years in the past. This is a data set with over 200 sample sizes and the result can be understood as normal
distribution. Under the assumption, all the information taken into consideration can only be in the past, at
present, or in the future. The results from the data showed that the returns of fundamental factors at present
are generating coefficients more significant statistically than the returns of fundamental factors in the past.
We can know that investors would not put too much faith in the historical data when making investment
decisions. Besides Total Equity, every other coefficients of returns of fundamental factors at present showed
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insignificance statistically. We test null hypothesis for each one of them except for the coefficient of Total
Equity, and we fail to reject the null hypothesis. This is to say, the coefficients of majority of fundamental
factors do not show significance statistically and they do not help us describe the current return of stock
prices.

We reject that the past return of fundamental factors do not contribute to describe the current
return of stock prices. We also reject that the current return of fundamental factors do not contribute to
current return of stock prices. Then we are left with information from the future. However, no one knows the
return of fundamental factors in the future, but investors can apply some ability to figure out an expectation
of future performance on a stock. We cannot measure how rational an investor can be. The ability from an
investor may come from another person (e.g. financial advisor), experiences from his past knowledge used
to predict future, or emotions (hope and fear). In other words, the current return of the prices of a stock is
determined by future-expectation of the stock performances.

3.2 Conclusion

The result of this paper is to present a behavioral way of understanding Efficient Market Hypothesis.
Under modern financial sector, analysts and money managers love to use mathematical tools to identify
buy/sell and many methods have been proved to not be able to describe price behaviors consistently. Yet
there are still many investors relying on these tools provided by their so-called ”financial advisors”. If
these methods, explained and worshiped by majority of financial advisors and analysts on Wall Street, work
perfectly fine, then we should be able to see higher significances from the t-value. Moreover, we might even
see higher significances for the coefficients of fundamental factors in the past, because a lot of analysts use
fundamental factors to predict to the future and they claim past patterns can tell them future price actions.
However, the results, unfortunate for these analysts, show us this is not the situation they expect.

The Future-expectation Theorem, named it by its definition, is another way of telling us that we
cannot conclude anything from the past or present fundamental factors. We are left with the information
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from the third (and last) time periods, the future. In other words, the return of current stock prices, under
the assumption that the return of stock prices must be relative to information in at least one of the three
time periods, should be relative to the future-expectation of the stock performances.

Rather to be a ground-breaking idea, this paper serves as a method to illustrate Benjamin Graham’s
words, “Whenever calculus is brought in, or higher algebra, you could take it as a warning signal that the
operator was trying to substitute theory for experience, and usually also to give to speculation the deceptive
guise of investment” and also Warren Buffett’s words, “Intrinsic Value is the discounted value of the cash
that can be taken out of a business during its remaining life”, i.e. future expectation of cash flow from a
business.
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Data

This is the data sheet from STATA sofware package used to conduct the cross-section study. The first data
sheet is the result for cross-section study of thirty companies ten years in the history with fundamental
factors shifted one-year and two-year in the past. The second data sheet is the result for cross-section study
of thirty companies ten years in the history with fundamental factors shifted three-year in the past.
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